1st Eb Alto Sax/opt. Flute - P. 4

Monte

 половинное время (d = 1)
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Monte Cristo

Eb Baritone Sax

Bolero (PLAY)

composed & arranged by John LaBarbera
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Monte Cristo

1st Trombone

(Bolero (PLAY-IN BUCKET)) composed & arranged by John LaBarbera

(Fast Latin (ALMOST QUADRUPLE TIME) PLAY 2ND TIME ONLY (BUCKET))
Monte Cristo

2nd Trombone

(Trpt. Cadenza) 3

Bolero (Play-in Bucket)

composed & arranged by John LaBarbera

fp — mf

Fast Latin [Almost Quadruple Time]

Play 2nd Time Only

(A) A9 A11

(b) b e (Wide Turn)

A17 A49

A25 A57
Monte Cristo

3rd Trombone

Bolero
(PLAY-IN BUCKET)

composed & arranged
by John LaBarbera

Fast Latin
(ALMOST QUADRUPLE TIME)
Monte Cristo

Guitar

(TRUMPET) (CADENZA)

Bolero

composed & arranged by John LaBarbera

Fast Latin* (AVA)

DEADEN (STRINGS)

ALMOST QUADRUPLE TIME

A

A9

A11

A7

Db

Bb

Bb

Bb

Eb
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Monte Cristo

Electric Bass

(TRUMPET Cadenza)

FAST LATIN (ALMOST QUADRUPLE TIME)

SOLO

composed & arranged by John LaBarbera
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